
Following Directions:
Create a Zoo Scene

Print two sets of animals and one scene for each child.  You will need 
crayons or colored pencils.  Direction vocabulary has been bolded.  If 
children want to glue animals on the scenes they may, but then you will 
need extra sets of pictures if completing all 5 sets of directions.

Modifications are given for some directions as examples of how to make 
the activity easier for children who are working at a simpler level.  Feel free 
to further modify as needed.  

If the directions are too easy for your child, give two at a time.  Or make it 
even harder by giving your child something to remember (a word, phrase, 
number, etc.), then give her the two directions.  Once she has completed 
the directions, ask her what she was supposed to have remembered.

These activities are to help teach your children how to follow directions 
and to give them practice.  They are not tests.  The goal is for your children 
to experience at least 80% success.  Modifications will help your children 
achieve this level of success.  As your children become better at following 
directions, decrease the amount of help you are giving them.
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Following Directions: Zoo
Color the Animals for Set 1
We are going to create a zoo this month.  First, we need to color all the 
animals.  I will tell you to find animals in the different rows to color.  
Let’s practice finding some animals first.  Point to the 2nd animal in the 
first row.  Point to the last animal in the last row. (Modification: If these 
types of directions are too advanced for your child, then just use the 
animal’s name provided to give the direction.)

1) Color the 2nd animal in the top row (tiger) orange with black stripes.
2) Color the last animal in the last row (flamingo) pink with red legs.
3) Color the first animal in the bottom row (elephant) gray, but leave 

the tusks white.
4) Color the middle animal in the middle row (hippo) gray with black 

feet.
5) Color the last animal in the first row (bear) brown and add a short, 

brown tail.
6) Color the first animal in the second row (lion) yellow with a brown 

mane.
7) Color the third animal in the bottom row (gorilla) black with gray 

legs.
8) Color the animal above the lion (alligator) dark green with a light 

green belly.
9) Color the third animal (zebra) in the middle row black and white.
10) Color the tallest animal (giraffe) in the last row yellow and brown.

Cut out the animals.  (Feel free to leave a margin around the animals to 
speed up the cutting.)
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Following Directions: Zoo
Make the Scene with Animal Set 1
Now we are going to use your animals and the zoo scene to make a 
picture using the following directions.  (Combine two directions for 
children that need a challenge.)

1) Put the bear in the cave.
2) Place the gorilla on top of the cave.
3) Place the giraffe on the left side of the scene behind the fence.
4) Put the flamingo on the right side of the scene in front of the fence.
5) Place the hippo so it looks like it is about to walk behind the cave.
6) Put the alligator on top of the middle of the fence.
7) Place the elephant over the hippo.
8) Put the zebra in front of the giraffe.
9) Put the lion behind the bear.
10) Place the tiger to the right of the giraffe.
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Following Directions: Zoo
Color the Animals for Set 2
We are going to create a silly zoo now.  First, we need to color all the 
animals crazy colors.  I will tell you to find animals in the different rows 
to color.  Let’s practice finding some animals first.  Point to the 1st
animal in the first row.  Point to the 2nd animal in the last row. 
(Modification: If these types of directions are too advanced for your 
child, then just use the animal’s name provided to give the direction.)

1) Color the last animal in the second row (zebra) pink and purple.
2) Color the first animal in the last row (elephant) blue with green 

polka dots.
3) Color the second animal in the top row (tiger) red and white.
4) Color the first animal in first row (alligator) blue with a pink tail.
5) Color the fourth animal in the last row (flamingo) brown with a red 

hat.
6) Color the second animal in the middle row (hippo) green with an 

orange nose.
7) Color the second animal in the bottom row (giraffe) green with 

yellow spots.
8) Draw red stars  on the last animal in the top row (bear).
9) Give the third animal in the last row (gorilla) a blue head and an 

orange body.
10) Color the first animal in the second row (lion) gray with blue feet.

Cut out the animals.  (Feel free to leave a margin around the animals to 
speed up the cutting.)
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Following Directions: Zoo
Make a Silly Scene with Animal Set 2
Now we are going to use your silly animals and the zoo scene to make a 
picture using the following directions.  (Combine two directions for 
children than need a challenge.)

1) Put the alligator upside down on top of the cave.
2) Place the elephant in the bottom, right corner.
3) Put the flamingo on the elephant’s back.
4) Place the lion in the bottom left corner.
5) Have the gorilla stand on the lion’s back to climb over the fence.
6) Stand the giraffe on the small rock near the middle on the left side 

of the paper.
7) Place the tiger on the giraffe’s back.
8) Place the zebra in the cave.
9) Have the hippo flying in the middle of the sky.
10) Hide the bear under the paper.
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Following Directions: Zoo
Draw a Scene (Use either set of animals.)
Now we are going to use your animals and the zoo scene to make a 
picture using the following directions.  
\

1) Draw a blue pond in the middle of the paper and put the hippo 
standing in the middle of it.

2) Place the flamingo to the left of the hippo.
3) Put the gorilla in the cave and draw him a big green leaf to eat.
4) Place the alligator to the right of the pond.
5) Draw a tree with green leaves in the upper left corner of the paper.  

Place the giraffe next to it.
6) Place the elephant in front of the pond and draw some blue water 

on him.
7) Place the lion in the bottom left corner in front of the fence…uh-

oh!
8) Color the cave gray and place the tiger on the left side of the cave 

as if climbing up it.
9) Put the zebra in the bottom, right corner standing on two feet.
10) Place the bear between the giraffe and the cave.
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Terms of Use
Thank you for your purchase! By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing 
that the contents are the property of Randi Smith and licensed to you only for 
classroom/personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright, and reserve all 
rights to this product.

YOU MAY: 

* Use items (free and purchased) for your own classroom students, or your 
own personal use, including a home classroom.

* Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional 
development workshops, or other such venues PROVIDED there is both 
credit given to myself as the author and a link back to my TPT store 
included in your post/presentation.

* Distribute and make copies of FREE ITEMS ONLY to other teachers 
PROVIDED there is credit given to Randi Smith and a link back to my TPT 
store.

YOU MAY NOT: 
* Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove/attempt 

to remove the copyright/ watermarks. 

* Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale/free. 

* Post this document for sale/free elsewhere on the internet (this includes 
Google Doc links on blogs). 

* Make copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden 
and is a violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law. 

* Obtain this product through any of the channels listed above.  
Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics 
while using this product.
If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way 
experiencing a problem, please contact me and I will be more than happy to 
help sort it out!

Thank you, Randi Smith
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